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My name is George Edward Carenbauer, Jr.

Okay, Mr. Carenbauer, thank you. And it's my understanding that you
were a pilot in World War II.
Yes, I was the first pilot on a B-17.

On a B-17.
Which is known as the Flying Fortress.

Wow!
It was a four-engine bomber. And it carried twelve, five hundred pound
bombs.

Wow.
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I was in the Fifthteenth Air force. Four Hundred Eighty-Third Bomb crew.
Eight hundred and seventeen squadrons and I was stationed in Steraparone
Italy, that's S-t-e-r-a-p-a-r-o-n-e, Italy. Which was not too far from
[inaudible} ... larger city [inaudible]..to this location.

Right. And how many years, Mr. Carenbauer?
Counting my pre-flight service and my training and so forth, I was in for a
little over two years.

Wow, okay. And what were your initial feelings toward the war? Did
you ... did you want to go to war? Were you drafted? Were you
volunteered?
I'll be honest. I don 't think I wanted to go to war. I was married, I had a
daughter in October of 1942, and I went into the service either around
February or March of 1943. [inaudible} But that exemption was nullified.
I knew I was going to be drafted. So I decided I'd like to get into something
interesting [inaudible} ....

Definitely.

So that's how I got ... happened to get in the Aviation Cadets, is what they
called it at the time. It was a part of the Army at that time. The Air Force
didn't come into being until after World War IL it became a separate arm of
the service.

Okay, interesting. I didn't know that. Okay. Well, what about your
political stance at that time? How did you feel about FDR? How did
you feel about everything that was going on about the war, since you
didn't go until later? What ... what did you feel about it?
Well, I don 't believe I was, well, number one, we thought it was necessary
on the ... Pearl Harbor, December 7, 1941 by the Japanese. And at that point
[inaudible} ... go to war. And uh, Germany became involved. Germany
declared war on the states immediately after the war in Japan. And then uh,
I ... to do, without question.

Right. Okay, so, uh, can you remember any specific instances, like
while ypu were flying or while you were in Italy, any specific instances
that you can remember that you want to tell me?
I

Well, I had, I had thirty-three [inaudible}.... That was the equivalent to
fifty-four missions. People don't understand sorting and missions were two
different things. [inaudible}. .. meant I actually went thirty-three times,flew
in the air in combat. [inaudible] ... ifyou had a long [inaudible}. .. instead of
a certain period of time, beyond a certain point, you would receive doubles.
In other words, that's how I had thirty-three [inaudible} ... when I had fiftyfour missions. Which meant that many of my [inaudible} ... were of long
duration. For example, [inaudible] ... Berlin, Germany. I bombed Berlin,
th
Germany. And that was like March the 24 , 1945. That stands out in my
mind.

Yeah, what was it like? How did you feel when ....
I had been bombing, that was probably my thirty-first [inaudible}.... We
always, almost always had slack. I don't know ifyou know what slack is.
But slack is shells that were sent into the air and then they exploded and
then they'd send out small pieces of metal fragments, so that they would
puncture your wings or if they hit in a vital place, why, they could send the
aircraft to the ground. But I was only ... I was [inaudible.... And so, and
nd
then March 24'\ no March the 22 , 1945, I went to [ina~dible} Germany.
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And that was the last oil refinery that the Germans had operating. And it
was [inaudible} .... And they actually sent up jets, they had, Germany had, at
the end of the war, they had[INA UDIBLEJ we had no jet fighter aircraft at
that time. And actually, I was attacked by [inaudible}.... ...just three of us
were not shot down. So, that was ... that stands out in my mind.

Right. Is there anything else that stands out in your mind?

rr,

Well, I had occasion, even on this day, January 3
1945, I, we carried
twelve-five hundred pound bombs. And when we went over the bomb target,
one of the bombs was hung up. Now, that was a [inaudible} ....
We endeavored to release it on the way back, Germans to release it.
And uh, it was impossible to release. So I had to [inaudible}.... But
unfortunately, when I landed, the impact of the landing forced the bomb
loose and the bomb went and exploded and my plane [inaudible}. .. and I had
one man killed. But I came out of it okay. There were ten of them on board
that got out without any problem.

So just one loss, one life lost during that?
Yes, one life. But I even have pictures of the plane, it was just all twisted.

I bet it is, I bet it is. How long were you actually there, in Italy?
I was there from October 1944 until 1945. About nine months.

Okay, right. Okay, what about when you came home? What did ... did
you find out? I mean, how did that process go? Did you find out you
were coming home or what ... what was it like then?
Yeah, I came home. Actually I really ... lflew my own aircraft.
[inaudibleJ ... Georgia. But that wasn 't like flying today. You didn 't fly .. .I
had to fly ... lfly from Italy to Marakesh, North Africa. [inaudible}. .. to San
Juan Porto Rico, then from San Juan to [inaudible} .... [chuckling}

Yeah, that's a pretty long trip.
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Yes, that's how big...
as we could go.

We only had a ratio of about 220,000. That's as far

How long did that take?
Well, we'd fly, that was [inaudible} ... stops one day, then we'd spend the
night in a place there, then we'd fly the next ....
Fly the next day. Wow! What about your relationship at home? You
said you were married to Mrs. Carenbauer at that time?
Oh, yes.
And you had a daughter when you left. What about your relationships
with your family and friends while you were gone. Did you ... did you
have any contact?
Oh, yeah, we had what they called V-mail. Well, I wrote almost every day.
But so rile times it was ... a long time before we got deliveries some time. They
would come in clusters so to speak. I might get, go three or four, five days
without anything, then I'd get four or five at one time.
Right.
But we kept in contact.
What about any of your friends? Did you have friends that went to war
with you? Was there anybody that you knew when you went, or .... ?
Well, I didn't have anybody that I knew that was in the service. I had a lot
ofpeople that I trained with and went to combat together.
Right. Did you establish any long-standing relationships?
Probably with my navigator, especially. Now, my co-pilot, I was pretty
close to him, too. But I never saw him. But my navigator, we kept in
contact. And actually, we saw each other maybe six or seven times. And I
saw my navigator recently, two or three years ago.
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Really?
He's now dead.

He's now passed away. Wow! That's interesting. So uhm, what other
hardships do you remember from the war, in class when you were
talking about rationing and what it would be like to . ... ?
Actually, I had ... being in the Air Force I had a bed to sleep in every night, I
just never knew whether I would get back that night. As far as physical
hardships, I really had no physical hardships.

Really?
No.

Which you probably feel lucky because of that, just because of other
military services that had to deal with that.
!

Well, I wasn 't in the trenches, I wasn 't in the ground force. And so, as long
as we got back, weren't shot down, why, uh, we had it rather easy. I did an
awful lot of training before-hand, physical training, and had gotten in real
good condition. And then when I actually got in combat, why I think I got a
little heavy.

Oh, really?
Probably, yes. Because physical training wasn't required when we were in
combat. I didn't [inaudible}.... I gained .. .! weighed more when I came out
of the service than I ever weighed in my life.

Oh, no!
Yeah. And I'm back to my normal weight.

So, what else can you tell me about the war? Anything? Anything else
about being in combat, anything else about ... what about Mrs.
Carenbauer? How did she feel? How hard was it when you had to
leave?
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I think really it was probably harder on her because I had a ... it's just
strange. A person at that age ... actually I was fairly old at the time. I
was ... let's see ... I was twenty-jive years of age when! went in the service. I
was rather old at that time. And uh, but even at that age, you 're optimistic
that nothing is going to happen to you and nothing is going to happen to the
other guys. And that was, then my son, George, our oldest son, George,
went to Vietnam War, I thought ... ! was more concerned about his
deployment than I was about mine, than I was about my own. I think the
wives probably had it the toughest. {inaudible} ... wonder all the time.
Whereas, we knew what was going on. We knew we were still alive.

Right, right. What about ... you mentioned, you've got all this
information down pat, I know you've probably got a lot of it just on
memory. But what about memorabilia? What ... what ... do you have
anything that you've kept all these years? Or .... ?
Well, yeah, I have .. .I have bombing pictures, I got pictures ... it's just like I
told you; of the aircraft, going up and when I landed it, and I've got my own
Air ForJe hats and officer's cap. I really .. .I don't know what else I have. I
have what we call an emergency kit [inaudible} ... I've kept all that. And I
have pictures ofsome of my, pictures of the planes I've [inaudible} ....

Right. You mentioned your training before you left. What all did
that ... you said you had physical training. How long did you have to
train?
Well, I ... I started out in Miami Beach, which didn't amount to much. Then
they sent me to [inaudible} Field in Montgomery, Alabama, and that was,
they called that pre-flight training. And that was, I remember we had to run
eight miles once a week. And we had all the exercise and push-ups and that
sort of thing that probably the ground troops underwent. And then when I
finished there [inaudible} ... I started to learn to fly. And I started to learn to
fly in Arcadia, Florida, which was about 70 miles [inaudible} ... where I'm
living right now. And I started out with a [inaudible}, which is a bi-plane,
two wings, and an open cockpit. And I, it was about ten weeks for that. And
then I went into what they called a PT-13, which was a larger aircraft, more
[inaudible} aircraft. Then I went into twin-engine aircrafts, [inaudible} for
about ten weeks. Then I started to learn to fly the V-17. After I learned to
fly the V-17-, I got my commission after [inaudible}, then I became an
officer. And I [inaudible}.. and then I flew that for about [inaudible} ...
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I picked up a crew there. [inaudible}
And then, let's see, I went overseas.
Wow, very interesting, very interesting. What else, Mr. Carenbauer?
What about, do you think that the United States made any major
mistakes? I mean, I know Pearl Harbor is just outstanding. I recently
watched Tora, Tora, Tora; have you seen that video?
Oh, I've seen that movie two or three times, yeah.

I recently watched it. We viewed it in class. And it opened my eyes to a
lot of aspects of Pearl Harbor that I was not aware of. What can you
say about the United States during the time of the war, about decisions
that were made and not made, maybe?
Well, number one, I think everybody was behind the United States. There
were very few {inaudible} ... like there were in the Vietnam War, or the war
curren~ly. We had very[inaudible} ..... .
But prior to Pearl Harbor, once Pearl Harbor was attacked, people wasn't
very [inaudible}

But I never felt any, I never had any qualms about dropping the Atomic
Bomb. I've never thought it being odd. Matter offact, after I flew and had
returned from Europe, after having gone [inaudible], I came back to the
United States and {inaudible]
That was the one that was used to drop the bomb on Japan, and I thought,
I'm sure I would have another tour of duty. So we all felt, oh, actually
everybody in the military was happy that the war was concluded, even
though [inaudible}
Right. So that was, they taught you to fly that plane. That was when
you came back?
I was just going to start to learn to fly.
Oh, okay, I see, I see. Okay, what ... what else do you remember? Were
there any stories you want to tell me? Are there any, is there anything
else that sticks out in your mind? Maybe not necessarily about combat,
but something else dealing with the war?
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Oh, not really, I don 't think so. No.

No? What about ... current issues? I know this whole issue with
Saddam Hussein ... .
Current issues?

Yes. Not that .. ..
Up until about six weeks ago, I was pretty much figured that we should gei
rid of Saddam Hussein. But now that I am, and I'm not a [inaudible] .. .I
don't mean that. But I just feel that we have such a situation on hand and
it's, it's almost a [inaudible] situation. And our, the fact if we go in there
and people that were so much against it, and I think [inaudible] in the eyes
of a lot ofpeople, I think Saddam Hussein, I think he should be out of there.
But I don't, I can 't compare the situation of that ofHitler. Because I don 't
think he has that much .. .I don 't think he can do that much harm to us. I sort
of ../ soft of .. right now I'm more or less gonna run [inaudible]. ... We just
can't get out of it without a war.

Right.
The time and number one, we've got [inaudible] ... I just feel different about
[inaudible] and world war II. And then the Vietnam War, I [inaudible]. ...
And I sort offeel the same way about the war in Iraq right now. I don 't
think its worse {inaudible].... So I sort of think we should try to work it out
the way we are right now.

Well, I heard yesterday on the news that March 1i\ they're giving
Saddam till March 1ih to disarm.
Yeah, that's what the United States what to do.

Right. It's scary.
It is scary. We should get rid of him but [inaudible]

Right. But I'm not sure if anybody does have.
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No. I'm surprised we haven't been {inaudible}
Yes, I agree with you. I totally agree with you. Well, is there anything
else you want to talk about today? I don't want to keep you.

No, I don't know.... Nothing that would be of interest.
Oh, it's all interesting, Mr. Carenbauer. It is. This class has opened my
eyes to so many things I was.... I'm not a history buff. I was not too
aware of Iraq.

You should watch the history channel. That's what I watch.
Well, I do watch the History channel now from time to time, especially
when it's about World War II.

I watch World War II, my wife will just go by and [inaudible} .....

Brings back a lot of memories?

Yeah, yeah, brings back a lot of memories.
So that was.... Let me make sure I have this straight, Mr.
Carenbauer. You weren't against the war, you felt that it needed to be
done.

World War II?
Mmm-hmm.

Oh, absolutely!
Okay. And you decided to, that you wanted to fly an airplane because
you knew you would get drafted?

Well, I wanted to be ... not ... I wanted to be in the service. I knew I was
gonna have to go into the service. And so I thought I might as well get an
education and [inaudible} I'd already graduated from the University of
Pittsburg, so I had a college degree. But I just thought it was a way of life
9

that I would never know otherwise. So I thought it would be very
interesting. I didn 't want to be bored. I wasn 't, I was never bored.

Right.
And I thought it was rather exciting, learning to fly. I'd never flown before.

Does it make you feel different when you get on an airplane now? I
know you fly a lot?
Yeah, J've .. .l never feel concerned about flying, if that's what you mean.
Somebody said something to me about flying 's dangerous, I said
nobody[inaudible] ...

I know, I know that's right. All right, Mr. Carenbauer, I really appreciate
you doing this.
Okay, Meagan. Nice talking to you.
!

END OF INTERVIEW
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My name is George Edward Carenbauer, Jr.
Okay, Mr. Carenbauer, thank you. And it's my understanding that you
were a pilot in World War II.
Yes, I was the first pilot on a B-17.
On a B-17.
Which is known as the Flying Fortress.
Wow!
It was a four-engine bomber. And it carried twelve, five hundred pound
bombs.
Wow.
I was in the Fifthteenth Air force. Four Hundred Eighty-Third Bomb crew.
Eight hundred and seventeen squadrons and I was stationed in Steraparone
Italy, that's S-t-e-r-a-p-a-r-o-n-e, Italy. Which was not too far from
[inaudible} ... larger city [inaudible}..to this location.
Right. And how many years, Mr. Carenbauer?
Counting my pre-flight service and my training and so forth, I was in for a
little over two years.
Wow, okay. And what were your initial feelings toward the war? Did
you ... did you want to go to war? Were you drafted? Were you
volunteered?
I' fl be honest. I don 't think I wanted to go to war. I was married, I had a
daughter in October of 1942, and I went into the service either around
February or March of 1943. [inaudible} But that exemption was nullified.
I knew I was going to be drafted. So I decided I'd like to get into something
interesting [inaudible} ....
Definitely.

So that's how I got... happened to get in the Aviation Cadets, is what they
called it at the time. It was a part of the Army at that time. The Air Force
didn't come into being until after World War II, it became a separate arm of
the service.

Okay, interesting. I didn't know that. Okay. Well, what about your
political stance at that time? How did you feel about FDR? How did
you feel about everything that was going on about the war, since you
didn't go until later? What ... what did you feel about it?
Well, I don 't believe I was, well, number one, we thought it was necessary
on the ... Pearl Harbor, December 7, 1941 by the Japanese. And at that point
[inaudible} ... go to war. And uh, Germany became involved. Germany
declared war on the states immediately after the war in Japan. And then uh,
I ... to do, without question.

Right. Okay, so, uh, can you remember any specific instances, like
while you were flying or while you were in Italy, any specific instances
that you can remember that you want to tell me?
Well, I had, I had thirty-three [inaudible}.... That was the equivalent to
fifty-four missions. People don't understand sorting and missions were two
different things. [inaudible}. .. meant I actually went thirty-three times, flew
in the air in combat. [inaudible} ... ifyou had a long [inaudible}. .. instead of
a certain period of time, beyond a certain point, you would receive doubles.
In other words, that's how I had thirty-three [inaudible} ... when I had fiftyfour missions. Which meant that many of my [inaudible}. .. were of long
duration. For example, [inaudible} ... Berlin, Germany. I bombed Berlin,
Germany. And that was like March the 241\ 1945. That stands out in my
mind.

Yeah, what was it like? How did you feel when ....
I had been bombing, that was probably my thirty-first [inaudible}.... We
always, almost always had slack. I don't know ifyou know what slack is.
But slack is shells that were sent into the air and then they exploded and
then they'd send out small pieces of metal fragments, so that they would
puncture your wings or if they hit in a vital place, why, they could send the
aircraft to the ground. But I was only ... I was [inaudible.... And so, and
then March 24th, no March the 22nd, 1945, I went to [inaudible} Germany.
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And that was the last oil refinery that the Germans had operating. And it
was [inaudible} .... And they actually sent up jets, they had, Germany had, at
the end of the war, they had[INA UDIBLEJ we had no jet fighter aircraft at
that time. And actually, I was attacked by [inaudible}.... .. .just three of us
were not shot down. So, that was ... that stands out in my mind.

Right. Is there anything else that stands out in your mind?
Well, I had occasion, even on this day, January 3 J8\ 1945, L we carried
twelve-five hundred pound bombs. And when we went over the bomb target,
one of the bombs was hung up. Now, that was a [inaudible} ....
We endeavored to release it on the way back, Germans to release it.
And uh, it was impossible to release. So I had to [inaudible}.... But
unfortunately, when I landed, the impact of the landing forced the bomb
loose and the bomb went and exploded and my plane [inaudible} ... and I had
one man killed. But I came out of it okay. There were ten of them on board
that got out without any problem.

So just one loss, one life lost during that?
Yes, one life. But I even have pictures of the plane, it was just all twisted.

I bet it is, I bet it is. How long were you actually there, in Italy?
I was there from October 1944 until 1945. About nine months.

Okay, right. Okay, what about when you came home? What did ... did
you find out? I mean, how did that process go? Did you find out you
were coming home or what ... what was it like then?
Yeah, I came home. Actually I really .. .Iflew my own aircraft.
[inaudible} ... Georgia. But that wasn't like flying today. You didn't fly .. .!
had to fly ... lfly from Italy to Marakesh, North Africa. [inaudible}. .. to San
Juan Porto Rico, then from San Juan to [inaudible}.... [ chuckling]

Yeah, that's a pretty long trip.

3

Yes, that's how big...
as we could go.

We only had a ratio of about 220,000. That's as far

How long did that take?
Well, we'd fly, that was [inaudible} ... stops one day, then we'd spend the
night in a place there, then we'd fly the next ....
Fly the next day. Wow! What about your relationship at home? You
said you were married to Mrs. Carenbauer at that time?
Oh,yes.
And you had a daughter when you left. What about your relationships
with your family and friends while you were gone. Did you ... did you
have any contact?
Oh, yeah, we had what they called V-mail. Well, I wrote almost every day.
But sometimes it was ... a long time before we got deliveries some time. They
would come in clusters so to speak. I might get, go three or four, five days
without anything, then I'd get four or five at one time.
Right.
But we kept in contact.
What about any of your friends? Did you have friends that went to war
with you? Was there anybody that you knew when you went, or .... ?
Well, I didn't have anybody that I knew that was in the service. I had a lot
ofpeople that I trained with and went to combat together.
Right. Did you establish any long-standing relationships?
Probably with my navigator, especially. Now, my co-pilot, I was pretty
close to him, too. But I never saw him. But my navigator, we kept in
contact. And actually, we saw each other maybe six or seven times. And I
saw my navigator recently, two or three years ago.
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Really?
He's now dead.

He's now passed away. Wow! That's interesting. So uhm, what other
hardships do you remember from the war, in class when you were
talking about rationing and what it would be like to .... ?
Actually, I had ... being in the Air Force I had a bed to sleep in every night, I
just never knew whether I would get back that night. As far as physical
hardships, I really had no physical hardships.

Really?
No.

Which you probably feel lucky because of that, just because of other
military services that had to deal with that.
Well, I wasn't in the trenches, I wasn't in the ground force. And so, as long
as we got back, weren't shot down, why, uh, we had it rather easy. I did an
awful lot of training before-hand, physical training, and had gotten in real
good condition. And then when I actually got in combat, why I think I got a
little heavy.

Oh, really?
Probably, yes. Because physical training wasn't required when we were in
combat. I didn't [inaudible}.... I gained .. .I weighed more when I came out
of the service than I ever weighed in my life.

Oh, no!
Yeah . And I'm back to my normal weight.

So, what else can you tell me about the war? Anything? Anything else
about being in combat, anything else about ... what about Mrs.
Carenbauer? How did she feel? How hard was it when you had to
leave?
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I think really it was probably harder on her because I had a ... it's just
strange. A person at that age ... actually I was fairly old at the time. I
was ... let's see .. .I was twenty-five years of age when I went in the service. I
was rather old at that time. And uh, but even at that age, you 're optimistic
that nothing is going to happen to you and nothing is going to happen to the
other guys. And that was, then my son, George, our oldest son, George,
went to Vietnam War, I thought .. .! was more concerned about his
deployment than I was about mine, than I was about my own. I think the
wives probably had it the toughest. [inaudible} ... wonder all the time.
Whereas, we knew what was going on. We knew we were still alive.
Right, right. What about ... you mentioned, you've got all this
information down pat, I know you've probably got a lot of it just on
memory. But what about memorabilia? What ... what ... do you have
anything that you've kept all these years? Or .... ?
Well, yeah, I have .. .I have bombing pictures, I got pictures ... it's just like I
told you, of the aircraft, going up and when I landed it, and I've got my own
Air Force hats and officer's cap. I really ... ! don't know what else I have. I
have what we call an emergency kit [inaudible} ... I've kept all that. And I
have pictures ofsome of my, pictures of the planes I've [inaudible} ....
Right. You mentioned your training before you left. What all did
.that ... you said you had physical training. How long did you have to
train?
Well, I .. .I started out in Miami Beach, which didn't amount to much. Then
they sent me to [inaudible} Field in Montgomery, Alabama, and that was,
they called that pre-flight training. And that was, I remember we had to run
eight miles once a week. And we had all the exercise and push-ups and that
sort of thing that probably the ground troops underwent. And then when I
finished there [inaudible} ... I started to learn to fly. And I started to learn to
fly in Arcadia, Florida, which was about 70 miles [inaudible} ... where I'm
living right now. And I started out with a [inaudible}, which is a bi-plane,
two wings, and an open cockpit. And L it was about ten weeks for that. And
then I went into what they called a PT-13, which was a larger aircraft, more
[inaudible} aircraft. Then I went into twin-engine aircrafts, [inaudible} for
about ten weeks. Then I started to learn to fly the V-17. After I learned to
fly the V-17-, I got my commission after [inaudible], then I became an
officer. And I [inaudible} .. and then I flew that for about [inaudible} ...
6

I picked up a crew there. [inaudible}
And then, let's see, I went overseas.
Wow, very interesting, very interesting. What else, Mr. Carenbauer?
What about, do you think that the United States made any major
mistakes? I mean, I know Pearl Harbor is just outstanding. I recently
watched Tora, Tora, Tora; have you seen that video?
Oh, I've seen that movie two or three times, yeah.

I recently watched it. We viewed it in class. And it opened my eyes to a
lot of aspects of Pearl Harbor that I was not aware of. What can you
say about the United States during the time of the war, about decisions
that were made and not made, maybe?
Well, number one, I think everybody was behind the United States. There
were very few [inaudible} ... like there were in the Vietnam War, or the war
currently. We had very[inaudible} ... .. .
But prior to Pearl Harbor, once Pearl Harbor was attacked, people wasn't
very [inaudible}

But I never felt any, I never had any qualms about dropping the Atomic
Bomb. I've never thought it being odd. Matter offact, after !flew and had
returned from Europe, after having gone [inaudible], I came back to the
United States and [inaudible}
That was the one that was used to drop the bomb on Japan, and I thought,
I'm sure I would have another tour of duty. So we all felt, oh, actually
everybody in the military was happy that the war was concluded, even
though [inaudible}
Right. So that was, they taught you to fly that plane. That was when
you came back?
I was just going to start to learn to fly.
Oh, okay, I see, I see. Okay, what ... what else do you remember? Were
there any stories you want to tell me? Are there any, is there anything
else that sticks out in your mind? Maybe not necessarily about combat,
but something else dealing with the war?
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Oh, not really, I don't think so. No.

No? What about ... current issues? I know this whole issue with
Saddam Hussein ... .
Current issues?

Yes. Not that ....
Up until about six weeks ago, I was pretty much figured that we should get
rid of Saddam Hussein. But now that I am, and I'm not a [inaudible} .. .I
don't mean that. But I just feel that we have such a situation on hand and
it's, it's almost a [inaudible} situation. And our, the fact if we go in there
and people that were so much against it, and I think [inaudible} in the eyes
of a lot ofpeople, I think Saddam Hussein, I think he should be out of there.
But I don 't, I can 't compare the situation of that ofHitler. Because I don 't
think he has that much .. .I don 't think he can do that much harm to us. I sort
of ..I sort of .. right now I'm more or less gonna run [inaudible} .... We just
can't get out of it without a war.

Right.
The time and number one, we've got [inaudible} .. .Ijust feel different about
[inaudible} and world war II. And then the Vietnam War, I [inaudible} ....
And I sort offeel the same way about the war in Iraq right now. I don't
think its worse [inaudible}.... So I sort of think we should try to work it out
the way we are right now.

Well, I heard yesterday on the news that March 1i\ they're giving
Saddam till March 1ih to disarm.
Yeah, that's what the United States what to do.

Right. It's scary.
It is scary. We should get rid of him but [inaudible}

Right. But I'm not sure if anybody does have.
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No. J 'm surprised we haven't been [inaudible}
Yes, I agree with you. I totally agree with you. Well, is there anything
else you want to talk about today? I don't want to keep you.
No, I don't know.... Nothing that would be of interest.
Oh, it's all interesting, Mr. Carenbauer. It is. This class has opened my
eyes to so many things I was.... I'm not a history buff. I was not too
aware of Iraq.
You should watch the history channel. That's what I watch.
Well, I do watch the History channel now from time to time, especially
when it's about World War II.
I watch World War II, my wife will just go by and [inaudible} .....

Brings back a lot of memories?
Yeah, yeah, brings back a lot of memories.
So that was.... Let me make sure I have this straight, Mr.
Carenbauer. You weren't against the war, you felt that it needed to be
done.
World War 11?
Mmm-hmm.
Oh, absolutely!
Okay. And you decided to, that you wanted to fly an airplane because
you knew you would get drafted?
Well, I wanted to be ... not .. .I wanted to be in the service. I knew I was
gonna have to go into the service. And so I thought I might as well get an
education and [inaudible} I'd already graduated from the University of
Pittsburg, so I had a college degree. But I just thought it was a way of life
9

that I would never know otherwise. So I thought it would be very
interesting. I didn 't want to be bored. I wasn 't, I was never bored.
Right.
And I thought it was rather exciting, learning to fly. I'd never flown before.
Does it make you feel different when you get on an airplane now? I
know you fly a lot?
Yeah, I've .. .I never feel concerned about flying, if that's what you mean.
Somebody said something to me about flying 's dangerous, I said
nobody[inaudible] ...

I know, I know that's right. All right, Mr. Carenbauer, I really appreciate
you doing this.
Okay, Meagan. Nice talking to you.

END OF INTERVIEW
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My name is George Edward Carenbauer, Jr.
Okay, Mr. Carenbauer, thank you. And it's my understanding that you
were a pilot in World War II.
Yes, I was the first pilot on a B-17.
On a B-17.
Which is known as the Flying Fortress.
Wow!
It was a four-engine bomber. And it carried twelve, five hundred pound
bombs.
Wow.
I was in the Fifthteenth Air force. Four Hundred Eighty-Third Bomb crew.
Eight hundred and seventeen squadrons and I was stationed in Steraparone
Italy, that's S-t-e-r-a-p-a-r-o-n-e, Italy. Which was not too far from
[inaudible}. .. larger city [inaudible]..to this location.
Right. And how many years, Mr. Carenbauer?
Counting my pre-flight service and my training and so forth, I was in for a
little over two years.
Wow, okay. And what were your initial feelings toward the war? Did
you ... did you want to go to war? Were you drafted? Were you
volunteered?
I'll be honest. I don't think I wanted to go to war. I was married, I had a
daughter in October of 1942, and I went into the service either around
February or March of 1943. [inaudible] But that exemption was nullified.
I knew I was going to be drafted. So I decided I'd like to get into something
interesting [inaudible] ....
Definitely.

So that's how I got... happened to get in the Aviation Cadets, is what they
called it at the time. It was a part of the Army at that time. The Air Force
didn't come into being until after World War IL it became a separate arm of
the service.

Okay, interesting. I didn't know that. Okay. Well, what about your
political stance at that time? How did you feel about FDR? How did
you feel about everything that was going on about the war, since you
didn't go until later? What ... what did you feel about it?
Well, I don 't believe I was, well, number one, we thought it was necessary
on the ... Pearl Harbor, December 7, 1941 by the Japanese. And at that point
[inaudible} ... go to war. And uh, Germany became involved. Germany
declared war on the states immediately after the war in Japan. And then uh,
I. .. to do, without question.

Right. Okay, so, uh, can you remember any specific instances, like
while you were flying or while you were in Italy, any specific instances
that you can remember that you want to tell me?
Well, I had, I had thirty-three [inaudible}.... That was the equivalent to
fifty-four missions. People don't understand sorting and missions were two
different things. [inaudible}. .. meant I actually went thirty-three times, flew
in the air in combat. [inaudible} ... ifyou had a long [inaudible}. .. instead of
a certain period of time, beyond a certain point, you would receive doubles.
In other words, that's how I had thirty-three [inaudible} ... when I had fiftyfour missions. Which meant that many of my [inaudible} ... were of long
duration. For example, [inaudible} ... Berlin, Germany. I bombed Berlin,
Germany. And that was like March the 24'\ 1945. That stands out in my
mind.

Yeah, what was it like? How did you feel when ....
I had been bombing, that was probably my thirty-first [inaudible}.... We
always, almost always had slack. I don't know ifyou know what slack is.
But slack is shells that were sent into the air and then they exploded and
then they'd send out small pieces of metal fragments, so that they would
puncture your wings or if they hit in a vital place, why, they could send the
aircraft to the ground. But I was only .. .I was [inaudible.... And so, and
then March 24'\ no March the 22 nd, 1945, I went to [inaudible} Germany.
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And that was the last oil refinery that the Germans had operating. And it
was [inaudible} .... And they actually sent up jets, they had, Germany had, at
the end of the war, they had[INA UDJBLE] we had no jet fighter aircraft at
that time. And actually, I was attacked by [inaudible}.... ...just three of us
were not shot down. So, that was ... that stands out in my mind.

Right. Is there anything else that stands out in your mind?

r

Well, I had occasion, even on this day, January 3 1, 1945, I, we carried
twelve-five hundred pound bombs. And when we went over the bomb target,
one of the bombs was hung up. Now, that was a [inaudible} ....
We endeavored to release it on the way back, Germans to release it.
And uh, it was impossible to release. So I had to [inaudible}.... But
unfortunately, when I landed, the impact of the landing forced the bomb
loose and the bomb went and exploded and my plane [inaudible}. .. and I had
one man killed. But I came out of it okay. There were ten of them on board
that got out without any problem.

So just one loss, one life lost during that?
Yes, one life. But I even have pictures of the plane, it was just all twisted.

I bet it is, I bet it is. How long were you actually there, in Italy?
I was there from October 1944 until 1945. About nine months.

Okay, right. Okay, what about when you came home? What did ... did
you find out? I mean, how did that process go? Did you find out you
were coming home or what ... what was it like then?
Yeah, I came home. Actually I really .. .Iflew my own aircraft.
[inaudible} ... Georgia. But that wasn't like flying today. You didn't fly .. .I
had to fly .. .Ifly from Italy to Marakesh, North Africa. [inaudible}. .. to San
Juan Porto Rico, then from San Juan to [inaudible}.... [chuckling}

Yeah, that's a pretty long trip.
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Yes, that's how big...
as we could go.

We only had a ratio of about 220,000. That's as far

How long did that take?
Well, we'd fly, that was [inaudible] ... stops one day, then we'd spend the
night in a place there, then we'd fly the next ....
Fly the next day. Wow! What about your relationship at home? You
said you were married to Mrs. Carenbauer at that time?
Oh, yes.
And you had a daughter when you left. What about your relationships
with your family and friends while you were gone. Did you ... did you
have any contact?
Oh, yeah, we had what they called V-mail. Well, I wrote almost every day.
But sometimes it was ... a long time before we got deliveries some time. They
would come in clusters so to speak. I might get, go three or four, five days
without anything, then I'd get four or five at one time.
Right.
But we kept in contact.
What about any of your friends? Did you have friends that went to war
with you? Was there anybody that you knew when you went, or .... ?
Well, I didn 't have anybody that I knew that was in the service. I had a lot
ofpeople that I trained with and went to combat together.
Right. Did you establish any long-standing relationships?
Probably with my navigator, especially. Now, my co-pilot, I was pretty
close to him, too. But I never saw him. But my navigator, we kept in
contact. And actually, we saw each other maybe six or seven times. And I
saw my navigator recently, two or three years ago.
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Really?
He's now dead.

He's now passed away. Wow! That's interesting. So uhm, what other
hardships do you remember from the war, in class when you were
talking about rationing and what it would be like to .... ?
Actually, I had ... being in the Air Force I had a bed to sleep in every night, I
just never knew whether I would get back that night. As far as physical
hardships, I really had no physical hardships.

Really?
No.

Which you probably feel lucky because of that, just because of other
military services that had to deal with that.
Well, I wasn 't in the trenches, I wasn 't in the ground force. And so, as long
as we got back, weren't shot down, why, uh, we had it rather easy. I did an
awful lot of training before-hand, physical training, and had gotten in real
good condition. And then when I actually got in combat, why I think I got a
little heavy.

Oh, really?
Probably, yes. Because physical training wasn't required when we were in
combat. I didn't [inaudible} .... I gained .. .! weighed more when I came out
of the service than I ever weighed in my life.

Oh, no!
Yeah. And I'm back to my normal weight.

So, what else can you tell me about the war? Anything? Anything else
about being in combat, anything else about ... what about Mrs.
Carenbauer? How did she feel? How hard was it when you had to
leave?
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I think really it was probably harder on her because I had a ... it's just
strange. A person at that age ... actually I was fairly old at the time. I
was ... let's see .. .I was twenty-jive years of age when I went in the service. I
was rather old at that time. And uh, but even at that age, you 're optimistic
that nothing is going to happen to you and nothing is going to happen to the
other guys. And that was, then my son, George, our oldest son, George,
went to Vietnam War, I thought .. .! was more concerned about his
deployment than I was about mine, than I was about my own. I think the
wives probably had it the toughest. [inaudible} ... wonder all the time.
Whereas, we knew what was going on. We knew we were still alive.

Right, right. What about ... you mentioned, you've got all this
information down pat, I know you've probably got a lot of it just on
memory. But what about memorabilia? What ... what ... do you have
anything that you've kept all these years? Or .... ?
Well, yeah, I have ... I have bombing pictures, I got pictures ... it's just like I
told you, of the aircraft, going up and when I landed it, and I've got my own
Air Force hats and officer's cap. I really .. .! don't know what else I have. I
have what we call an emergency kit [inaudible} .. .I've kept all that. And I
have pictures ofsome of my, pictures of the planes I've [inaudible} ....

Right. You mentioned your training before you left. What all did
that ... you said you had physical training. How long did you have to
train?
Well, I .. .I started out in Miami Beach, which didn't amount to much. Then
they sent me to [inaudible} Field in Montgomery, Alabama, and that was,
they called that pre-flight training. And that was, I remember we had to run
eight miles once a week. And we had all the exercise and push-ups and that
sort of thing that probably the ground troops underwent. And then when I
finished there [inaudible} ... I started to learn to fly. And I started to learn to
fly in Arcadia, Florida, which was about 70 miles [inaudible} ... where I'm
living right now. And I started out with a [inaudible], which is a bi-plane,
two wings, and an open cockpit. And L it was about ten weeks for that. And
then I went into what they called a PT-13, which was a larger aircraft, more
[inaudible} aircraft. Then I went into twin-engine aircrafts, [inaudible} for
about ten weeks. Then I started to learn to fly the V-17. After I learned to
fly the V-17-, I got my commission after [inaudible], then I became an
officer. And I [inaudible}..and then I flew that for about [inaudible} ...
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I picked up a crew there. [inaudible}
And then, let's see, I went overseas.

Wow, very interesting, very interesting. What else, Mr. Carenbauer?
What about, do you think that the United States made any major
mistakes? I mean, I know Pearl Harbor is just outstanding. I recently
watched Tora, Tora, Tora; have you seen that video?
Oh, I've seen that movie two or three times, yeah.

I recently watched it. We viewed it in class. And it opened my eyes to a
lot of aspects of Pearl Harbor that I was not aware of. What can you
say about the United States during the time of the war, about decisions
that were made and not made, maybe?
Well, number one, I think everybody was behind the United States. There
were very few [inaudible} ... like there were in the Vietnam War, or the war
currently. We had very[inaudible} ..... .
But prior to Pearl Harbor, once Pearl Harbor was attacked, people wasn't
very [inaudible}

But I never felt any, I never had any qualms about dropping the Atomic
Bomb. I've never thought it being odd. Matter offact, after I flew and had
returned from Europe, after having gone [inaudible], I came back to the
United States and [inaudible}
That was the one that was used to drop the bomb on Japan, and I thought,
I'm sure I would have another tour of duty. So we all felt, oh, actually
everybody in the military was happy that the war was concluded, even
though [inaudible}

Right. So that was, they taught you to fly that plane. That was when
you came back?
I was just going to start to learn to fly.

Oh, okay, I see, I see. Okay, what ... what else do you remember? Were
there any stories you want to tell me? Are there any, is there anything
else that sticks out in your mind? Maybe not necessarily about combat,
but something else dealing with the war?
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Oh, not really, I don 't think so. No.

No? What about ... current issues? I know this whole issue with
Saddam Hussein ... .
Current issues?

Yes. Not that ....
Up until about six weeks ago, I was pretty much figured that we should get
rid of Saddam Hussein. But now that I am, and I'm not a [inaudible} ... I
don 't mean that. But I just feel that we have such a situation on hand and
it's, it's almost a [inaudible} situation. And our, the fact if we go in there
and people that were so much against it, and I think [inaudible} in the eyes
of a lot ofpeople, I think Saddam Hussein, I think he should be out of there.
But I don 't, I can 't compare the situation of that ofHitler. Because I don 't
think he has that much ... I don't think he can do that much harm to us. I sort
of ..I sort of .. right now I'm more or less gonna run [inaudible}. ... We just
can 't get out of it without a war.

Right.
The time and number one, we've got [inaudible} ... I just feel different about
[inaudible} and world war II. And then the Vietnam War, I [inaudible} ....
And I sort offeel the same way about the war in Iraq right now. I don 't
think its worse [inaudible}.... So I sort of think we should try to work it out
the way we are right now.

Well, I heard yesterday on the news that March 1i\ they're giving
Saddam till March 1ih to disarm.
Yeah, that's what the United States what to do.

Right. It's scary.
It is scary. We should get rid of him but [inaudible}

Right. But I'm not sure if anybody does have.
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No. I'm surprised we haven't been [inaudible]

Yes, I agree with you. I totally agree with you. Well, is there anything
else you want to talk about today? I don't want to keep you.
No, I don't know.... Nothing that would be of interest.

Oh, it's all interesting, Mr. Carenbauer. It is. This class has opened my
eyes to so many things I was.... I'm not a history buff. I was not too
aware of Iraq.
You should watch the history channel. That's what I watch.

Well, I do watch the History channel now from time to time, especially
when it's about World War II.
I watch World War IL my wife will just go by and [inaudible] .....

Brings back a lot of memories?
Yeah, yeah, brings back a lot of memories.

So that was.... Let me make sure I have this straight, Mr.
Carenbauer. You weren't against the war, you felt that it needed to be
done.
World War II?

Mmm-hmm.
Oh, absolutely!

Okay. And you decided to, that you wanted to fly an airplane because
you knew you would get drafted?
Well, I wanted to be ... not .. .I wanted to be in the service. I knew I was
gonna have to go into the service. And so I thought I might as well get an
education and [inaudible] I'd already graduated from the University of
Pittsburg, so I had a college degree. But I just thought it was a way of lif~
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that I would never know otherwise. So I thought it would be very
interesting. I didn 't want to be bored. I wasn 't, I was never bored.

Right.
And I thought it was rather exciting, learning to fly. I'd never flown before.

Does it make you feel different when you get on an airplane now? I
know you fly a lot?
Yeah, I've .. .I never feel concerned about flying, if that's what you mean.
Somebody said something to me about flying 's dangerous, I said
nobody[inaudible} ...

I know, I know that's right. All right, Mr. Carenbauer, I really appreciate
you doing this.
Okay, Meagan. Nice talking to you.

END OF INTERVIEW

